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5 Nights/6 Days

Himalayan Paradise

Customised Tours

Itinerary

Day
1 Arrival Kathmandu

Arrival at Tribhuvan International Airport and transfer to the hotel . After freshen up  proceed to Visit The
famous Pashupatinath & Boudhanath..  Overnight stay at hotel.
 

Day
2 Kathmandu To Pokhara ( Drive to Pokhara 210 kms/6 hrs )

Morning breakfast then leave by surface to Pokhara. Pokhara - the city of lakes, is blessed with
extreme natural beauty. It is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Nepal. It is also called the
Switzerland of Nepal. Evening enjoy boat ride in Phewa lake. O/n stay at hotel.
 

Day
3 Pokhara

After breakfast, proceed to city sightseeing covering Seti gorge, Binda Basini temple, Devi’s fall also
known as Patale Chhango, Tibetian Refugee Camp etc. Afternoon you can go for shopping at nearby
lake side market.. Overnight at the hotel
 

Day
4 Pokhara To Chitwan (165 kms/5 hours )

After breakfast, drive to Royal Chitwan National Park, your destination for wildlife viewing. Evening
proceed to Village walk. A conducted visit to the nearby Tharu village. Walk/drive back to the Lodge ,

tel:#
tel:#


O/n stay at Resort / Lodge.
 

Day
5 Chitwan To Kathmandu (170 kms/5 hrs )

Early morning Wake up call. Tea/Coffee. Nature walk: An excellent opportunity to be familiar with the
diverse vegetation of the park and to see a great many of those over 500 different species of birds
which have made Chitwan their home. Breakfast. Half an hour walk through the jungle to The Elephant
Breeding Farm. Drive back to the Lodge. Thereafter return back To Kathmandu by Surface ( 170 Kms
) 5 hrs , O/n stay at hotel .
 

Day
6 Departure From Kathmandu

After breakfast , Later departure transfer to the Katmandu airport for onwards journey.- Tour Ends
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